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1 .. It is known that~ corrections to the Glauber-Sitenko mo-
del, due to inelastic shado_wing11/ "enlight" the nuc_lei ,i.e.-, 
suppress the elastiG scattering cross section and increase 
the diffractive dis,sociation one121 .. Even the first inelasti,c 
correction131 allows one to describe satisfactorily the. had:
ron-nucleus total cross section data 14·5-1, It is impossible, 
however, to calculate_ more complicated inelastic correct~ons 
without any additional assumptions. In the case of the dfff
ractive dissociation, it is impossible to calculate even the 
simplest ine-lastic cOrrection. The ·'estimations made in re£.:121 

show hoWever that· such correction is very l~rge. ' 
The eigenstate method for calculation of hadrori-nU.c·leus 

diffraction amplitudel2.6,71·· sums up effectiVely all the ·in
elastic corrections. But all 'the elge.ristates of the interac
tion should be known in this approach. This ~an b~ found iJil 
some theoretical model only._ One example 16-.1! is the patton 
model, where the hadron components with a definite wee-parton 
number play a role· ._of·· eigeri.states. 

2. In the quantum chromodynamics the Born approximation 
(double gluon exchange) gives a good description of hadron
nuc+~on diffrac.tion .sc:attering data and• _r~pr.-oduce_s yet)'som_e. 
d 1 . f f h 18-10/ e _ .1Ca:~e., -e;:~.t~~.es;.-o t ese -px:-o.ce-s~es• · · . · . . 

I~ such approximation, adopted- below, the two-quark-system 
forward scattering amplitude on a nucleop,, :when the tt:ansv:e.rse 
interquark distance ·hj:Ls definj. te value p ;,_-has the f.p-rm.c: 

t r _) 

2 ........ 
8 2 d k -ikp 

f(p)=i-a r ~(1-e 
. 3 s . k )(1-, SN (k)). (I) 

H,ere a 5 is the QCD constant, w.hich value is discussed in 
ref/&-!OI,Srfk)= <exp.[ik{t1 -i'2}}>N is. a nucleon double. quark 
fQJ:Ul fa_ctor, whe.r:e the. averaging is performed, over nucleon 
qua~k coordinates ri;-~ If -the energy. is .large_ enough the 
quaik. mo-tion. inside. t.h:e incident had,ron ,i·s relativis.tically 
slowed. down .. Sq expressipn (1) shows that the eigensta.tes. of 
the scattering amplitude operator -are the states with a def·i
nite value of p, whose eigenvalues are given by (I). 
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3. In the eigenstate method the hadron-nucleus partial 
wave amplitude has the form-~ 1 

-iF(b)=l--.exp[if(rJT(bJI\. (2) 

Here b is an impact parameter of the incident hadron (me
son) h; the averaging is taken over the interquark distance 
p:·T(b) is the nuclear profile function. For the sake· of cla .... 
rity the optical approximation is used in (2) -. 

The parbial wave cross section of the difftactive disso
ciation in·to all the· final states eXcept- the elastic· one is 
equal to 

2 
a dil/b)= < exp [ 2 i f(p) T(b) l \ - < exp[ if(p) T (b)]\ (3) 

The calculations are made with two form factor parametri-
zations: i) the pole . form Sa (k) = " 2 I (k 2 + "; ), . , where a:h,N; 
ii) the. Gaussian for~ S,(k)= exp(-ki''AiJ, The parameters 
11--a ,.Aa ar~ c,onnected with hadron and nucleon radii. In ·the 
last case the amplitude (I) has the form 

f(p)= 1. ahN [yln(l+l/y) + ln(l+yJf
1 

x 2 tot · 
(4) 

He.re Z=ANp ; y_=Ah/.\N ; ~ = -~-577 is the ~uler co{lstant. 

4. The calculation of ,a~! in accordance with formulas 
(2), (4) shows that the total inelas-tic shadowing correction 
fo'r the real·nuclei does not differ significantly from the 
first siritplest correction 13

1
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In the case of diffractive dissociation we made the fol
lowi~g theoretical 11experimene• 171. The pion-nucleus diffrac
tive. dissociati-on cross section calculated by formulae -(3), (4) 
has been compared with expre.s$ion1111; which does not contain 
any inelastic shadowing cOntrib~tion (correSponding to the 
usual procedure for the experimental data analysis). The un
known parameter u t!~ - average absorption cross section .of 
the produced partiCle syStem, which is extracted by this pro
cedure ·is ~qual foi the nuclei _12C ..... 208 Pb ~o ~;~/a~'"" 6.?5. 
Note that 1n 'the case of Gauss1an 'parametr'1zat1o~ of SaCk) the 
value of a!~ iS fouJ?-d tO be· negative at all. Thus one can . 
see that the frequently discussed abnormal srilallness of at~~ 
is a consequence of the 'inelastic shadowing neglect· to the 
data analysis (compare· with ref. '2' ) • ' 
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5. Earlier we have described the diffraction; processeS;_ in 
the framework of qriark-parton· mOdel' 16,2!, In thiS caSe· the '' 
enlighting of a nuCleus is c~us~d ma~nly by the_ pa,s~ive- _com-;
ponent of the constituent qUark. rn. the model discUs~~d here 
there is no straight analogy· to th€ passive comPonent because 
the time needed for a double gluori exchange is abou't 1/m-Never
theless, as hadron is a colourless obje'c't," its int-eraC-tiOn 
with the gluon fiel_d of a tat-get is of dipole kim'-_*. For this 
reason, if p ~o then f(p) - p 2 (see expr. (I)), i.e. , the had
ron in such configuration is passive. As c_an be s_een from , 
expression {2) the transparency of a very. thick nucleus (T(l>)~~) 
tends to zero as 1/T(b) unlike to the parton mOdel pred.iction. 
Nevertheless this decrease is very slow. ~ ' 

6 .. The analysis112
/ of ct> -mesoncp~hotoprOduction off nuclei 

data gives a paradoxical resutt: atot is considerably smal-
ler than the value predicted by the additive quark model. One 
can see now that as ct>-meson consists of two heavy s-quarks 
its radius is much smaller than the radii of " and K mesons. 
This fact and expression (1) lead to smallness of uel>N (see 
ref.ISI ) . tot 

7.-Expressi-on (2) is valid if E/m2 >>RA, i.e., when the 
mixing of the hadron components with -different values of p 

can be neglected. At intermediate -energies, however, one must 
involve the component mixing, which is equivalent to taking 
into account the longitudinal impulse transfer and nuclear 
form factor/131. But this requires the knowledge of hadron 
quark-wave function. 

8. The present approach ignores the contaminati~n of trans
verse gluons to the relativistic hadron wave function. For 
this reason the model cannot reproduce correctly the mass dis
tribution of the diffractive dissociation cross section. It 
is clear.that the triple pomeron contribution is absent here 
at all, and quark exchange is not reggeized. So this model 
needs some further development. 
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